
RHIANNON 
Rhiannon appears by magic on a horse 
that none can catch unless she allows it. 
Riding sidesaddle, she appears to move 
with slow grace over the turf, 
yet she and her horse 
outpace all pursuers. A 
magnificent depiction 
of legendary power 
and enchantment, 
in a finely detailed 
bronze-finished 
statue with hand-tinted 
highlights. 10½" high, 
11" at widest. Gift wrap and 
rush delivery are not available.
D21124  Rhiannon Statue  $89

Playful Purple

THE KEY TO THE 
MYSTERY
A raven waits on a branch 
peering intently at—what? Is 
that a key around her neck? 
Will you ever know what 
secrets it unlocks? Enigmatic 
raven stands 5" tall, 5" wide. 
D21173  Raven with Golden  
                 Key  $27

WHAT DOES THE FOX DREAM?
Sly little fox seems to be sleeping, but she has an eye on your 
things.  Hand-painted leather purse has zipper closure under 
snap flap; adjustable strap is 42-53". 
Measures 5" x 7".  Coin purse has 
removable wrist strap and zipper 
closure; 3½" x 4½". 
B40118   Fox Phone Purse $54
B40046  Fox Coin Purse $18

NEW! GOLDEN AFTERNOONS
The burnished golden glow of a late summer afternoon. Feel the relaxed 
bliss of sunset-watching in this airy top, a glorious shade of golden saffron. 
Airy A-line shape is embellished with a ruffle at collar and vertical buttons 
on the sides. Imported. Viscose/nylon; hand wash. Sizes XS-XXL.
A60511  Saffron Top with Ruffled Collar  $68

SPIRIT OF THE WOODS
The Green Lady, aspect of the greenwood, appears 
among the leaves, a peaceful presence watching over the 
forest. Feel the spirit of the forest with this magnificent 

necklace, leaves and crystals in varied greens on  
an antiqued brass-tone chain. Adjusts from  

16-20". Comes as a set with coordinating  
post earrings.

J90006  Greenwood Necklet 
and Earrings Set  $28

earrings shown
actual size

actual size

WOLF SPIRIT
The spirit of the wolf watches over 
forest and mountain; it is in the wind 
over the plains and the sky above the 
desert. Invoke the energy of the wolf 
with this pin, a watchful sterling silver 
wolf surrounded by an unbroken ring 
of shining brass. Made in USA. 
J60072  Wolf Spirit Pin  $72

WOODLAND SPARKLE
Woodland animals usually blend in 
with their surroundings, but these 
creatures shine with crystal highlights. 
Each wee enameled-metal animal is a tiny box 

with magnetic closure. Choose from 
barn owl, squirrel or fox. Fox 2" long, squirrel and 

owl 1¼" high. 
D24058  Tiny Barn Owl Box  $22

D24061  Tiny Squirrel Box  $22
D24062  Tiny Fox Box  $22
SAVE 10%! Buy two or more

Earthy 
Green

BE PREPARED
Head out on adventures with this belt pack to carry necessities and 
collect small treasures. Made of durable canvas, featuring three outer 
pockets with snap covers and interior zips, concealed long zippered 
pocket on body side. Quick-release squeeze buckle adjusts from 36"-
46". The earthy-green tone, spiral pattern, and asymmetrical lines give 
this pack funky fashion as well as function! Also in Playful Purple.
B40096  Spiral Belt Pack $36

actual sizeRAVEN ON THE WING
The raven is known in many cultures 
as a messenger between the spirit and 
earthly worlds. This raven flies with 
purpose, bringing a message known 
only to her. Highly detailed sterling 
silver pendant, adorned in black 
enamel and tiny black crystals, on an 
18" satin cord. 
J20323  Flying Raven Pendant  $50

NEW! WOODLAND FESTIVAL
A squirrel playing the penny whistle, a hedgehog sporting a crown 
of flowers, a pair of hares dancing in wellies—this merry band frolics 
among giant flowers, in celebration of the joys of summer. 40" x 68". 
Polyester. Designed in Scotland.
B30121  Woodland Festival Scarf  $36

FOX APPEAL
Clever baby foxes are 
seeking a warm, snug 
shelter—watch them charm 
their way right into your 
home. Adorable, fluffy fox 
ornaments stand 3½" and 
4¼" high. Polyester.  
Set of two. 
D21135  Pair of Foxes  $18

NEW! FOREST MAGIC
The forest is alive with magic. Wend your way 
along twisting woodland paths, guided on your 
quest by witches, faeries, beasts, and others 
who hold the wisdom of nature. Illustrated 
by Lunaea Weatherstone, book by Meraylah 
Allwood. Boxed set of cards and 240-page 
guidebook. 5" x 8".
M60012  Forest of Enchantment Tarot  $29.99
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